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A New Method for Studying Verbal Interactions in Survey Interviews

Wil Dijkstra

An integrated system to study question–answer sequences in survey interviews is presented. This system consists of (1) a multivariate coding scheme for coding the verbal utterances of interviewer and respondent; (2) a computer program to facilitate the transcription and coding of these verbal utterances; (3) a computer program offering a wide variety of ways to analyse the coded sequences.
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1. Introduction

The study of interactions in survey-interviews is concerned with the course of verbal utterances between interviewer and respondent. Sequences of such acts are called question–answer sequences, or Q–A sequences for short. They usually consist of questions, answers, requests for repetition or elucidation, and so on;

In order to study Q–A sequences three problems must be attacked.

– Firstly, an appropriate coding scheme should be available to represent the course of interactions in various types of survey interviews.
– Secondly, a convenient procedure is required to apply this coding system to verbal interactions in an efficient and reliable way.
– Thirdly, convenient, analysing techniques are needed for the coded Q–A sequences.

An integrated system was developed in order to meet these three requirements. It will be shown that this system greatly facilitates research into verbal interactions in survey interviews.

2. Interaction Coding in Survey Interviews

Systematic observation of what occurs in interviews has evolved from social and clinical psychology. Matarazzo and his co-workers (e.g., Matarazzo, Saslow, and Matarazzo, 1956) used the Interaction Chronograph devised by Chapple (1949) and later the Interaction Recorder (Wiens, Matarazzo, and Saslow, 1965) for studying paralinguistic speech (reaction time latencies, interruptions, speech durations, eh-saying, etc.) in both initial clinical and applicant interviews. Both devices depended on observers who were supposed...
to push buttons at the right moment. The research of Matarazzo and his co-workers typically shows that systematic variations of such speech characteristics by the interviewer are reflected by the respondent (for an overview, see Matarazzo and Wiens 1972). Studies of paralinguistic speech effects in survey settings are rare (some examples are: Marquis, Cannel, Laurent 1972; Barath and Cannell 1976; Blair 1978; Koomen and Dijkstra 1975.)

Most studies of interviewer and respondent behaviour in survey interviews concern verbal speech. The systematic study of behaviour in interviews became feasible as soon as taperecorders became available (e.g., Belson 1967, 1969; Wilcox 1963.) Cannell and his co-workers were the first to devise an instrument to systematically study this behaviour. Their manual for coding and analysing interviewer behaviour (Cannell, Lawson, Hausser 1975) includes a coding scheme, examples, and a computer program to calculate frequencies and transition frequencies of observed behaviour. This instrument was designed primarily as a technique for evaluating the performance of interviewers. The coding scheme comprises 39 codes for interviewer behaviour only. Codes for respondent behaviour are not presented. Codes are grouped into nine broad categories. Each code consists of two figures, the first one signifying this broad category, the second one a further specification. For example, category 1 concerns “question read correctly,” and can be subcategorised into 11 (“reads question exactly as printed in questionnaire”) and 12 (“reads question making minor modifications, but does not alter frame of reference”). A simplified version of the coding scheme can be obtained by only using the first figure.

The coding scheme of Cannell et al. can easily be extended to account for respondent behaviour. This was especially thought useful for evaluating (or pretesting) the questionnaire: if respondents find difficulty with particular questions, then their behaviour will show it. Morton-Williams (1979) used a coding scheme of 29 codes, and included respondent behaviour like “asked for repetition of question” or “not answered adequately”. Blair (1978) distinguished 58 behavioural categories, and included respondent behaviour as well. A scheme developed by Prüfer and Rexroth (1985) for evaluating question quality numbered no fewer than 87 codes, of which 28 described respondent behaviour. Oksenberg, Cannell, and Kalton (1991) not only sought to identify problematic questions by coding respondent behaviour, but also to identify the nature and cause of the problem in order to obtain information on how to improve problematic questions. Brenner (1982, 1985) used a coding scheme based on “rule-breaching” and “rule-following” actions by the interviewer. Rule-breaching actions are for example “directive probing based on respondent’s information,” or “question completely altered.” Rule-following actions are “question asked as required” or “interviewer clarifies adequately.” In addition a number of respondent actions were distinguished, for example, “respondent answers adequately” or “respondent’s information is irrelevant.” Brenner does not provide codes for these categories, apparently because he did all the coding work himself. Brenner was interested primarily in the course of actions: how does a particular action by the interviewer affect the respondent’s action, and how does this respondent’s action affect the interviewer’s behaviour in turn.

More recently, behaviour coding has been used for studying the cognitive processes involved in answering questions (Fowler and Cannell 1995; Sudman, Bradburn, Schwarz...
This approach applies protocol-analysis of problem-solving tasks (Ericsson and Simon 1993) to interview-protocols, adding the intricacies of the interactional process between interviewer and respondent (Schaeffer and Maynard 1996).

In sum, observation techniques serve the following purposes: monitoring interviewer performance and identifying questions that may cause problems to both interviewer and respondent, studying the course of the social interaction between interviewer and respondent, and the cognitive processes involved. In addition to the literature cited above, an excellent overview of these uses is provided by Cannell and Oksenberg (1988). Although this overview primarily concerns behaviour during telephone interviews, it covers face-to-face interviews as well.

3. A Multivariate Coding Scheme

The overview of coding schemes discussed in the previous section is far from exhaustive. Researchers tend to adjust existing coding schemes (usually based on the instrument developed by Cannell et al. 1975), or to develop their own scheme from scratch (like Brenner), depending on particular research questions to be answered. Although most coding schemes have some categories in common (like “Question read as worded” or “Answer inadequate for coding.”) most categories differ between coding schemes. This diversity makes it difficult to compare the results of different studies. Moreover, especially if one wants to study the interaction between interviewer and respondent, it is necessary to cover all behaviours that potentially may affect the outcome of the interaction (the eventual answer). Hence, the number of categories may be quite large. But even in coding schemes with a relatively large number of categories, particular categories are usually missing that clearly may affect the interaction as well as the eventual answer. For example, notwithstanding the rule that respondents should be interviewed alone, Hartmann (1992) reports that this requirement is usually met only in about two thirds of all interviews in social science research. Nevertheless, categories accounting for the bystander’s behaviour are typically absent. As another example, a respondent may ask the interviewer how he or she would answer a particular question. Extending code schemes with such infrequent but significant behaviours may easily lead to an unmanageable number of categories and codes.

Both problems, the comparability between different observation studies and a large number of categories if one wants to account for a large variety of behaviour, were attacked by constructing a multivariate coding scheme. Essentially the idea is that each (verbal) act by interviewer and respondent is coded on a number of coding variables. Each coding variable consists of a limited number of categories. The coding variables range from general (describing broad categories) to more specific. General coding variables are intended to be used for a large range of different studies, thus making comparisons between different studies possible. Specific coding variables are intended to answer particular research questions and can differ for different studies. On the face of it this approach may seem fairly complicated; instead of making one decision per verbal utterance to be coded, a coder has to make a number of decisions, namely one for each coding variable. We will show that the actual coding can be done in a fast, easy and reliable way.
We will discuss five coding variables to be used for standardised survey interviews, and yet another example of a sixth coding variable, to answer specific research questions\(^2\). In addition we will show that the first four coding variables can also be used for non-interview interactions, i.e., the introduction to an interview, to describe the process of persuading persons to participate in an interview.

3.1. The actor

The first and most general coding variable designates the speaker, or ACTOR. That can be the interviewer (coded as I), the respondent (R) or a third person (T). Should one wish to discern between particular third persons, for example to study the impact of their presence, codes for partner (P) or child (C), etc. can be added.

3.2. Information exchange

The second variable is also very general and can be used for most conversations. It describes the type of information exchange, and is called EXCHANGE. We discern between question (Q), answer (A), perception (P), request (R), comment (C) and detour (D). A question (Q) is a query to another actor to obtain information. An answer (A) signifies that information is provided, although not necessarily as a response to a question. The category perception (P) covers behaviour that signifies that the other actor’s utterance is received or understood, for example by repeating that utterance. A request (R) signifies that an utterance is not understood: an actor may request that the other actor repeats or elucidates an utterance.

An actor can also comment (C) on another one’s utterance. Examples are “That’s a difficult question,” or “That’s useful information.” Finally, verbal utterances can depart temporarily from the main stream of information exchange within a Q–A sequence. Such detours (D) can be related to the interview, like “How many questions are there still for me to answer,” or they may not be related to the interview at all: “Would you like a cup of tea?”

3.3. Relevancy or distance

The third variable concerns the relevancy of the verbal utterance. This coding variable is called DISTANCE and describes the “distance” between a verbal utterance and the purpose of the interaction. In a standardised survey interview the purpose is to obtain an answer to a question from the questionnaire. If the interviewer poses a question from the questionnaire, the distance is zero, for the behaviour is directly related to this purpose. Similarly, an answer of the respondent to such a question, for example the choice of a response alternative, also has a distance of zero.

If the interviewer asks the respondent to motivate such a choice, the distance of that question is 1. Also the motivation by the respondent itself has a distance code of 1. Generally “distance 1” concerns direct elaborations or motivations of a “distance 0” answer, irrespective of whether such an answer has already been given or not. The respondent may subsequently digress from the topic, for instance by giving examples or giving opinions that are related to the topic only indirectly. This is coded distance 2.

\(^2\) A paper describing the coding system in more detail and with lots of examples, can be obtained from the author.
Distance 3 is used for utterances that are completely irrelevant to the scripted question. A "distance 3" utterance should be well distinguished from a "detour." A "distance 3" utterance, although irrelevant with respect to the scripted question, "builds" on previous actions with distance codes of 0, 1 or 2.

Sometimes utterances refer to previous sequences ("You said earlier . . ."), or to future sequences ("We will ask some questions about that later on"). These utterances are coded ‘B’ (‘backward’) or ‘F’ (‘forward’), respectively.

3.4. An illustration

Example 1 illustrates these first three coding variables. The Q–A sequence (like all other examples) came from telephone interviews conducted by the University of Wisconsin.

The Q–A sequence begins with the interviewer (I) introducing a scripted question. Such introductions to the question proper are coded ‘Q’ for "question." Utterances two and four concern the scripted question itself. The third utterance ("Yes") is an answer by the respondent to the scripted question; clearly the answer is incorrect as it is based on only the first part of the question. After finishing the question, the respondent answers the question again. The utterance "but my car" is clearly a direct elaboration of this answer and is coded ‘1’ for distance. Finally, the interviewer shows that he or she has perceived the answer.

3.5. Specification of information exchange

The fourth coding variable is a further SPECIFICATION of the EXCHANGE categories. The categories to be discerned depend partly on the category of the exchange variable.

Example 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTOR</th>
<th>EXCHANGE</th>
<th>VERBAL UTTERANCE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q ø</td>
<td>I: And now we'd like to ask you a couple of questions about experiences you may have had as a victim of crime</td>
<td>introduction to question from questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q ø</td>
<td>I: During the past twelve months did anyone break into or somehow</td>
<td>I reads scripted question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>A ø</td>
<td>R: Yes</td>
<td>R gives (preliminary) answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q ø</td>
<td>I: illegally get into your home and steal something</td>
<td>I finishes scripted question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>A ø</td>
<td>R: uhm not my home</td>
<td>R gives answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>A 1</td>
<td>R: but my car</td>
<td>R elaborates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>P ø</td>
<td>I: Okay so it was not your home</td>
<td>I signifies that answer is perceived</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If an utterance is coded as a "question," we distinguish between closed questions (‘C’), yes/no questions (‘Y’), open questions (‘O’), and presenting response alternatives (‘A’). An introduction preceding a question is coded ‘I’. Explanations of the meaning of a question, are coded ‘M’. A closed question is not necessarily a question accompanied by response alternatives. Essentially a closed question is a question asking the respondent to take a position on a unidimensional variable, for example "How satisfied are you with your house?"; "What’s your age?" An open question does not specify such a variable, for example: "Why are you dissatisfied?"; "What are your most important activities in your job?" Even if the latter question is followed by a list of possible activities, the question itself is essentially an open one. If response alternatives are incorporated in the question itself, the question should be coded as a closed question, for example: "Do you work for yourself, in a family business or for someone else?"

The codes for "answers" partly parallel those for "questions." Responding with "yes" or "no" to a yes/no questions is also coded ‘Y’, selecting a response alternative is coded ‘A’, and an "open" answered is coded ‘O’. In addition a refusal to answer and "don’t know" are coded as ‘r’ and ‘b’ (for "blank"), respectively. If "don’t know" is one of the scripted response alternatives, it should be coded ‘A’, however.

Perception (coded ‘P’ on EXCHANGE) of an utterance can be shown by repeating or summarising that utterance (code ‘E’, for “Echo”), or by saying “hm-mm,” “OK,” etc. (coded ‘n’). In addition we use code ‘s’ to indicate a silence and ‘f’ to indicate a filled pause (like “uhm”).

Requests can be requests for repetition (‘d’, for “duplicate”), or requests to explain the meaning of a question or an answer (‘m’).

Further, comments can be either personal (‘p’) or task-oriented (‘t’). Examples of task-oriented comments are “Good question!”; “That’s useful information.” Examples of personal comments are “How nice for you,” “I understand how you feel.” Especially personal comments add an affective factor to the coding scheme. Dijkstra (1987) and van der Zouwen, Dijkstra, and Smit (1991) have shown that interviewers, using such comments, definitely affect responses.

Finally, detours can be task-oriented (‘t’) or personal (‘p’) too. Examples of task-oriented detours are “One moment please, I have to switch the tape of the tape recorder,” or a discussion between interviewer and respondent about the sampling procedure. Examples of personal detours are “What a nice picture on the wall,” or remarks about the respondent’s baby.

These four coding variables can be applied to many different kinds of interactions. For example, we applied these same variables to the introduction of an interview, to describe the process of persuading persons to participate in an interview. For example, a refusal by the respondent (“No, I don’t want to participate”) is coded ‘R’ on ACTOR, ‘A’ on EXCHANGE, ‘O’ on DISTANCE and ‘Y’ on SPECIFICATION. A reason for refusing (for example ‘I’m too busy’) is ‘I’ on DISTANCE and ‘O’ on SPECIFICATION. These four coding variables can also be used for unstandardised or open interviews. For example, the interviewer can present (unscripted) answer alternatives in an open interview.

3.6 Adequacy

The fifth coding variable concerns the ADEQUACY of an utterance. This coding variable
is specific to standardised survey interviews: most categories make sense only in the context of such an interview. If the interviewer reads the scripted question as worded, this utterance is coded adequate (A); if the respondent selects one of the response alternatives, this is marked adequate too; an utterance by an actor that is correctly repeated or summarised by the other actor is also coded adequate, and so on.

An utterance is coded “invalid” (‘I’) if the interviewer changes the meaning of a question; or if the respondent apparently misunderstood the meaning of the question. In example 1, the third utterance (“yes”) should be coded invalid, even if from the rest of the sequence it had emerged that someone did break into the respondent’s home: at the moment of the answer this answer concerns a question with a meaning different from the one intended by the researcher.

Questions can also be posed in a suggestive manner (‘S’), for example, if the interviewer suggests a particular response alternative to the respondent, not justified by previous answers of the respondent.

Finally, the category “mismatch” (‘M’) is used for a respondent’s answer that does not match one of the response alternatives (for example, “not many” instead of “few,” where “not many” is not an alternative.) This code is also used if another actor’s utterance is incorrectly repeated or summarised, or if a question deviates from the scripted version, yet without altering the meaning.

Example 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTOR</th>
<th>EXCHANGE</th>
<th>DISTANCE</th>
<th>SPECOPTION</th>
<th>ADEQUACY</th>
<th>Verbal utterance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I: And now we have some questions about government agencies</td>
<td>introduction to question from questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I: As you know, every ten years there is a census of the population of the United States</td>
<td>introduction to question from questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I: How confident are you that the Census Bureau protects the privacy of personal information about individuals and does not share it with other government agencies?</td>
<td>I reads scripted question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I: Very confident, somewhat confident, not too confident, or not at all confident?</td>
<td>I presents response alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>R: Share it with what other governments?</td>
<td>R requests explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I: Well the question doesn’t specify, it just says other government agencies</td>
<td>I just repeats (part of) question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>R: Oh, probably very confident</td>
<td>R gives ‘mismatch’ answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>I: Okay</td>
<td>I signifies that answer is perceived</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Categorising utterances on the adequacy variable does not always make sense. For example, utterances not having code ‘O’ on distance are not further categorised on adequacy. Similarly, a request for repetition can always be viewed as an adequate action. Distinguishing between adequate and inadequate requests does not make sense. In such cases the adequacy variable obtains code ‘x’. Example 2 illustrates these five coding variables.

The first two utterances concern the scripted introduction (‘I’ on SPECIFICATION) to the question. Both utterances are read as worded and hence coded ‘A’ on ADEQUACY. Note that the introduction is made up of two utterances; both are separately coded. In this way it is possible to identify problems that occur with each one of these utterances, or if one of them is omitted. The third utterance is a closed question (‘C’), followed by the response alternatives (‘C’, respectively ‘A’ on SPECIFICATION). Both utterances equal the scripted version and are coded adequate. Next the respondent asks for an explanation: it is a request (‘R’ on EXCHANGE) to explain (‘m’ on SPECIFICATION) a question from the questionnaire (‘O’ on DISTANCE). The interviewer does not give such an explanation, but merely repeats (part of) the question; this is coded exactly the same as posing the question itself. The utterance is coded adequate; the meaning of the question has not changed. Note that ‘adequate’ does not necessarily mean that the action itself is appropriate. It may have been more appropriate to explain the meaning of the question. However, this is of no concern here, because the sequence of codes contains all relevant information (a request for explanation is followed by a repetition of the question). It is for the researcher to decide whether or not this part of the sequence should be regarded as appropriate. The coder only has to decide whether the repetition is adequate in the sense that the meaning is not changed or no answer is suggested.

The respondent answers ‘probably very confident.’ This answer does not match one of the scripted response alternatives (“very confident, somewhat confident, not too confident, not at all confident”). ‘Probably very confident’ is certainly less then “very confident.” Hence the utterance is coded mismatch (‘M’ on ADEQUACY). The interviewer should have repeated the alternatives, or at least part of them. The sequence is closed with a short statement signifying perception (“Okay”, coded ‘n’ on SPECIFICATION). The adequacy of such short statements is not ascertained, and coded ‘x’.

3.7. Extending the coding scheme

Although these five coding variables can describe the interaction process in great detail to answer particular research questions, other coding variables can easily be added. For example, if a survey interview includes questions with response alternatives, adding information on the particular response alternative selected by the respondent may be useful. In this way any discrepancies between the respondent’s answer and the score as is written down by the interviewer can easily be ascertained. Similarly, in the case of suggestive behaviour, it may be interesting to know which alternative in particular is suggested by the interviewer. We will call this coding variable the DIRECTION of an utterance.

Essentially, the code equals the number of the response alternative mentioned by the respondent, or suggested by the interviewer. If the interviewer reads all alternatives, this is coded ‘a’ If only a subset is read, code ‘s’ is used. If the utterance refers to a show
Example 3:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTOR</th>
<th>EXCHANGE</th>
<th>DISTANCE</th>
<th>SPECIFICATION</th>
<th>ADEQUACY</th>
<th>DIRECTION</th>
<th>Verbal utterance</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Q</td>
<td>O C A x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I: And sales taxes</td>
<td>I reads scripted question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R A</td>
<td>O A A 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: eh-uh, the second one</td>
<td>R selects response alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I P</td>
<td>O E A 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I: About right</td>
<td>I signifies perception of answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R A</td>
<td>O A A 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R: Oh no, excessively high</td>
<td>R selects response alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I P</td>
<td>O n x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I: Okay</td>
<td>I signifies that answer is perceived</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

card ("You can pick an alternative from this card"), code ‘c’ applies. If the direction cannot be determined because of a ‘mismatch,’ we will use codes like ‘l’ (‘low’) or ‘h’ (‘high’) to indicate the direction; in Example 2 above, “Probably very confident” is coded ‘l’ because the response ranks among the low-numbered alternatives (‘very confident’ is 1, ‘somewhat confident’ is 2, ‘not too confident’ is 3, and ‘not confident at all’ is 4). If the direction cannot be determined because the utterance is interrupted by another speaker (for example if the interviewer is interrupted when reading the response alternatives) this is coded ‘i.’ If the direction does not make sense (for example the interviewer reads the question in a non-suggestive manner) code ‘x’ is used.

Example 3 illustrates this coding variable. The Q–A sequence in this example was part of a number of questions on taxes. Preceding these questions, the response alternatives were read to the respondent by the interviewer: “For each type of tax, please tell me whether you think the tax is excessively high, about right, or low.” The question about sales taxes was the third one of this series.

The codes for DIRECTION do not need further explanation in this example. Note that the second utterance ("The second one") is coded ‘adequate’ on ADEQUACY and not as ‘mismatch,’ because it unambiguously points to alternative number 2. Nor is it ‘invalid:’ the respondent did not misunderstand the meaning of the question. The example is interesting because the coded sequence shows that the respondent gives two different answers. This would not be visible if DIRECTION had not been added to the coding variables. Giving two different answers to a question in one Q–A sequence may point to particular problems; here because the respondent apparently forgot the complete set of response alternatives, because they were read earlier.

3.8. Conclusions

According to this coding system, a verbal utterance is represented by a code string, consisting of the codes on all coding variables. For example, the code string “IQØAAa” means that the interviewer reads all alternatives as worded in the list. The sequence of
code strings:
IQØNAx IQØAAa RAØAM1 IQØAS1 RAØAA1 IPØnxx

represents the verbal utterances of the Q-A sequence. Given the question and response alternatives, the course of actions can fairly well be reconstructed. According to the coded sequence, one can infer that the interviewer reads both question and alternatives as worded in the questionnaire, at least without significant alterations; that the respondent gives an answer which does not match one of the alternatives, but ranks among the low-numbered alternatives. The interviewer “successfully” suggests alternative number 1. The sequence is closed with a short statement (like “Okay”) by the interviewer. Of course these reconstructions will be less precise if utterances concern for example “detours” or irrelevant utterances (distance 3).

Other advantages of this coding system are:

- The coding task is divided into a number of subtasks, each with a limited number of codes, which makes it easy to formulate decision rules describing differences between codes.
- A coder may take a wrong code on a particular coding variable; nevertheless, the codes on the other coding variables may still be valid.
- Although the number of different codes is small, the number of different code combinations is very large. This means that even infrequently occurring types of utterances can adequately be represented, without introducing new codes. For example, suppose the respondent asks the interviewer his or her opinion about a particular question, this will be coded as: RQOCAx.
- The system very well suits computer assisted coding. The next section will illustrate this.

![Fig. 1. A SEQUENCE VIEWER “card.”](image-url)
4. The Sequence Viewer Program

In computer assisted coding with the SEQUENCE VIEWER program, the following steps are taken (see Figure 1).

1. Record taped Q–A sequences as sound files and video-recorded Q–A sequences as movie files on hard disk. One second of sound of sufficient quality takes about ten kilo byte; a one-second movie takes about 100 kilo byte. Hence, devices to store large amounts of data are necessary. We store these files on CD-ROM afterwards; a CD-ROM can hold about 18 hours of mono-sound, sampled at 11 kHz.

2. Create a “card” for each Q–A sequence, in the SEQUENCE VIEWER program and connect the appropriate sound file to it. Each Q–A sequence appears on a separate card. Also, each card contains information on so-called “sequence variables” (see lower left corner of Figure 1). These variables describe characteristics of the sequence itself, for example question number, respondent sex, etc.

3. Transcribe the Q–A sequence on the card from the sound files on disk. A great advantage over transcribing from tape recordings is that the program allows immediate access to any part of the Q–A sequence stored as sound file. To speed up the transcription process, we usually put the scripted versions of questions and response alternatives in advance in the transcription field. For example, in the case of the question in Example 1 and Figure 1, the first four utterances (introduction, question proper, and alternatives) are in the transcription field already. The transcriber only has to listen carefully to the spoken text of these four utterances, and to adjust the transcripts only if necessary. For example, to the first utterance the words “we have” should be added (as can be seen in Figure 2 by comparing the transcript and the scripted text in the lower right field). Of course, additional utterances should be completely transcribed.

4. Code the sequences. Because text and sound are linked it is very easy to take the pronunciation of utterances into account when deciding on the most appropriate code. Moreover, the program immediately checks on typing errors (for example non-existing “codes”). To this end, the researcher can enter the codes that are allowed for a particular coding variable.

A great advantage for the coding process is that the spoken text is immediately available. Intonation, etc. is often essential in deciding on the meaning of utterance and hence on the correct code. For example, a rising voice can mean the difference between a repetition and a question. Whether or not a voice rises at the end of an utterance may be difficult to hear and can only be decided after playing the sound a number of times. In this way the coding process uses both the transcriptions (which makes it easy to detect for example deviations from scripted questions) and the spoken utterances; the coder is provided with optimal information.

Even more important in the coding process is that the program can suggest the most appropriate code string. For example, in a survey the question “How confident are you that the Census Bureau protects the privacy of personal information about individuals and does not share it with other government agencies?” from Example 2 may have been posed to a large number of respondents. Each time this question is posed as worded,
it should obtain the code string ‘IQOCAX.’ Similarly, the introduction to this question, and the response alternatives are coded IQOIAx and IQOAAa, if they are read as worded. A response like ‘excessively high’ will likely be coded as RAOAA1. And so on. The program allows the researcher to enter such associations, with the effect that the program suggests the associated code string each time this utterance should be coded. In addition, the computer produces the agreement between the utterance to be coded and the utterance as entered by the researcher. If a question is not read as worded, for example, the program will suggest the associated code string, and in addition will show the degree of agreement with the scripted version; e.g., ‘87%.’ In such a case it is of course for the coder to decide whether a code like ‘I’ (for ‘invalid’ on the coding variable ADEQUACY) is more appropriate than ‘A.’ Moreover, the system is adaptive and can be adjusted all along the coding process. For example, the interviewer in the three examples above appeared to end nearly all sequences with ‘Okay,’ to be coded as IPOnxx. The coder can temporarily add such an association.

The suggestion option not only speeds up considerably the tedious coding work but also improves the reliability of the codes. However, a high reliability will also be obtained if coders uncritically accept the suggestions from the program, also if a suggestion is wrong. Coders should be trained to carefully use the suggestion option and not rely blindly on the suggestions. To investigate the reliability of the coding, minimising this effect, two interviews were coded twice, once by an experienced coder using the suggestion option and once by the author, not using this option of course. Taking all six coding variables together, the reliability (Cohen’s kappa), appeared as 0.78 and 0.80, respectively. It should be noted that these reliabilities are underestimates in a sense. If two code strings differed with respect to only one coding variable, e.g., IQOAAs and IQOAAi, they were conceived as unequal, irrespective of the fact that both coders agreed that the utterance concerned the interviewer adequately reading part of the response alternatives from the questionnaire; they only differed when it came to whether reading only a part of the alternatives was caused by an interruption by the respondent or not.

Codes can also be provided with time information. Figure 1 shows the offset times after the codes (after the slashes). Assigning the offset time to a code is simply accomplished by clicking the mouse on a particular code, as soon as the utterance belonging to this code is finished, as can be heard if one plays the sound. Not only can the addition of time information be valuable for further analyses, it is also used by the program for immediate access to each utterance from the sound file. For example, if one clicks on the transcripted utterance ‘R’: Share it with what other governments?’ (Figure 1), immediately the corresponding utterance is played from the sound file. Finally, the codes described in Section 3 are not inherent to the SEQUENCE VIEWER program. The researcher can define his or her own code system for a particular data file. All information about the code system used, for example the allowed codes, is stored together with the data themselves.

3 For this purpose, the program uses a complex algorithm to calculate the extent to which an utterance resembles another utterance.
4 The interviews came from a telephone survey after watching commercials on television. From each of the two interviews 37 questions were analysed. The total number of coded utterances is 422.
5. The Analysis of Interviewer-respondent Interaction: The Sequence Program

Many studies of interviewer-respondent interaction in the survey interview analyse data by counting the number of times particular codes occur. Such analyses can be characterised as frequency analysis rather than sequence analysis. However, the occurrence of inadequate interviewer and respondent behaviour cannot be merely ascribed to bad interviewers or bad questions. The eventual response to a survey question can be viewed as the result of the interaction between interviewer and respondent. For example, a “mismatch” answer of the respondent (an answer that does not match one of the prescribed response alternatives) may cause the interviewer to suggest a response alternative, which in turn may yield an adequate answer by the respondent (if the suggestion is affirmed). Moreover, in such a case the latter response is counted in a frequency analysis as “adequate,” thus neglecting the fact that this response may very well not be valid, or at least not obtained properly.

Michael Brenner (1982, 1985) was among the first researchers who explicitly paid attention to the sequence of verbal behaviour involved in answering a survey question. Although he developed a computer program that was able to calculate frequency distributions of actions, the most interesting analyses, tree representations of interviewer-respondent interactions, were calculated by human beings. A tree representation starts from a particular action and shows in how many cases this action is followed by a different action. In turn each of these actions shows how many times it is followed by other actions; and so on (see Figure 2 for an illustration of such a tree).

Another interesting approach to the study of sequences of interviewer and respondent behaviours is identifying straightforward or unproblematic sequences; usually called paradigmatic sequences (Schaeffer and Maynard 1996). Sykes and Morton-Williams (1987) give two examples of such sequences (p. 201):

1. Question asked as worded
   ↓
   Answer given adequate for coding
   ↓
   Response acknowledged by interviewer

and

2. Question asked as worded
   ↓
   Answer given adequate for coding
   ↓
   Interviewer confirms response given
   ↓
   Respondent repeats answer
   ↓
   Response acknowledged by interviewer

They calculated the percentage of straightforward sequences for each survey question, with a low percentage indicating potential problems with that question. In 1992 Sykes and Collins elaborated on this concept. Their article describes in great detail how a
complex recoding process of the coded utterances was applied to identify such straightforward sequences. Further recoding enabled them to classify a number of types of non-straightforward sequences and to relate these types to question types (for example questions using showcards and multiple response questions). Such analyses are quite intriguing, but yet do not answer the question why things go right or wrong because of particular events in the interaction itself. More generally, one might ask questions like “Which respondent behaviour causes suggestive interviewer behaviour?”; “How do interviewers handle problems like requests for explanation or ‘mismatch’ answers?”; “What kinds of non-paradigmatic sequences can be distinguished?” We developed the SEQUENCE program (Dijkstra 1994) to be able to answer such questions.

The SEQUENCE program uses files that consist of sequences of code strings (like the example in Section 3.8). In addition, each sequence is preceded by the values of the sequence variables belonging to the sequence, representing for example interviewer and question number, sex of interviewer and respondent, and so on. Such files can be created by the SEQUENCE VIEWER program. Existing ASCII files with appropriate data can usually be made suitable by some simple replace operations. The SEQUENCE program allows us to perform a large number of analyses. In addition to usual analyses like lag-sequential analysis it is especially suited for studying characteristics of sequences as a whole, for example by relating the occurrence of particular patterns in sequences, or the degree of agreement with a paradigmatic sequence to sequence variables. Questions like “Do interviewers differ with respect to the proportion of paradigmatic sequences they produce?” are easily and quickly answered.

A great deal of attention has been given to making the program more user friendly. A set-up for simple analyses can be made in seconds by only a few mouse clicks. Most analyses are performed very fast; for example the tree to be discussed in Section 5.2 was created in less than a second. Numerous options are available for finding and replacing particular codes.

5.1. Overview of analyses in SEQUENCE

In this section we will give a short (not exhaustive) overview of the analyses that are possible with SEQUENCE.

Frequencies: Counts the number of times that different codes occur. Frequencies can be tabulated against the values of a particular sequence variable, for example to compare the frequency distribution of codes for different interviewers.

Next event and previous event: Counts how often different codes follow (or precede) a given code, with a lag between 1 and 9, including expected frequencies.

Matrix: Calculates a transition matrix of codes, with a lag between 1 and 9. Also calculates z-values, expressing whether transitions occur above or below chance and general measures of dependencies.

Tree: Shows sequences in the form of a tree structure, given a particular coded utterance to start with. In Section 5.2 this analysis is discussed in more detail.

Path: Shows sequences in the form of a number of different paths, given a particular code to start with, and a particular code to end with. That is, this analysis answers questions like “What is happening between a request for explanation and an improper (“mismatch”) answer?”
Patterns: Finds complex patterns of codes in a sequence; for example “find all sequences containing a ‘mismatch’ response by the respondent, not followed somewhere in the sequence by a correct presentation of the response alternatives by the interviewer, but instead by ‘summarising’ the response by a particular alternative from the list.” A new sequence variable can be created with (for example) the value ‘1’ if this pattern is present in a sequence, and with ‘0’ if this pattern is not present; for example to investigate whether the occurrence of particular errors is related to the interviewer (number).

Count sequences: Frequency distribution of sequences (the number of times a particular sequence occurs).

Compare sequences: Calculates the degree of agreement between two sequences as a number between 0 (completely different) and 1 (exactly equal).

Agreement matrix: Calculates a matrix of agreements between sequences.

Cluster sequences: Performs a cluster analysis on sequences.

Reliability: Performs a reliability analysis (using kappa as a measure) on utterances that are coded twice.

5.2. Example of an analysis with SEQUENCE

An interesting research question is what happens after the respondent gives a “mismatch” answer (an answer not fitting one of the scripted response alternatives) to a question from the questionnaire. Such a research question can easily be answered by, for example, the “tree” procedure. The data for this example came from a face-to-face survey among young adults, who were asked large numbers of questions about education, work, and partner relationships. We coded 1227 Q–A sequences concerning 9 questions and 17 interviewers.

Figure 2 shows the set-up screen for this analysis. The code string for a mismatch answer is RAOAM. The datafile also contained a sixth coding variable, equal to the DIRECTION variable discussed in Section 3.7. However, for the present research question this coding variable is not of interest and so can be neglected. This is indicated with the full stop (´) on the sixth position of the code string that appears after the “Root event,” i.e., the code string of the utterance we want to start with. In order to prevent the tree becoming too large, we limit ourselves to the first four coded utterances after an inadequate answer (“Tree depth = 4 + 1 = 5”). Moreover we neglect transition frequencies between utterances that are less than 3: transitions that occur only once or twice do not give much insight into patterns or regularities, and will make the tree too large.

From the set-up it can also be seen that “one branch per sequence” is checked. This

Fig. 2. Set-up for tree analysis.
means that if a respondent utters two or more “mismatch” answers, only the first one serves as a starting point for the tree. In this way dependencies in the data are prevented (the same sequence can attribute only once to the tree).

One can create a tree for a particular value on a coding variable. For illustrative purposes, in the set-up in Figure 2 only sequences from male interviewers (‘1 sex = 1’) are selected. However, we actually performed the analysis on all 1227 sequences.

Table 1 shows the output of the tree analysis and reads as follows. Line 1 (line numbers do not show up in the actual output) shows that 261 sequences contain a “mismatch” answer by the respondent (code RA0AM). These 261 mismatches are followed in 10 cases by the interviewer signifying perception (line 2; IP0nx), in 27 cases by the interviewer correctly repeating the (mismatch) answer (line 3; IP0EA), and so on. These numbers (10, 27, etc.) do not add up to a total of 261 because transitions less than 3 are not included.

Out of these 261 sequences containing a mismatch, this answer is followed in 103 sequences by the interviewer’s adequately presenting the response categories (line 8; IQ0AA). In 82 out of these 103 sequences, the respondent selects an adequate answer (line 9; RA0AA), but in 11 cases the respondent persists in inadequate answering (line 13; RA0AM).
It shows that an inadequate answer of the respondent is followed by a suggestion by the interviewer in 26 sequences (line 17; IQAS), which in turn yields an adequate answer by the respondent in 19 sequences (line 18; RAASA), that is, a selection from the set of response alternatives. Needless to say, these answers should not be trusted.

6. Conclusions

In the introduction three problems were mentioned in studying interviewer–respondent interactions in survey interviews: 1) how can the sequences of actions of interviewer and respondent be represented; 2) how can these actions efficiently and reliably be coded; 3) and how can the coded sequences be analysed. The procedures we developed are particularly suited to studying complex dependencies between actions of interviewer and respondent, and to detecting patterns or regularities in these dependencies. Because of the diverse nature of interviewer–respondent interactions, we devised a coding scheme that enables us to choose among this wealth of different actions. Moreover, for detecting regularities in the interaction process, it was necessary to develop procedures for transcribing and coding vast numbers of Q–A sequences.

By now we have transcribed and coded many thousands of Q–A sequences, and it appeared that this could be done in a fast and reliable way. Coding and transcribing an interview takes at least twice the time of the interview itself (the sound should be played twice). Actually, it takes even longer. The actual speed depends on the extent that the Q–A sequence deviates from paradigmatic sequences. Transcribing and coding sequences that are more or less paradigmatic proves to be extremely fast (and reliable). Long and non-paradigmatic sequences (we have found sequences with over 200 utterances) take much more time. Most utterances should be typed in and the suggestion option for quick coding is of less use, because such sequences tend to deviate completely from the scripted question. Transcribing and coding interviews with many nonparadigmatic sequences may take up ten times the duration of the interview itself.

Analysing these large datasets has only just begun. A first example can be found in Van der Zouwen and Dijkstra (1995), where we were able to characterise sequences according to four different types and relate these types to their causes and to their effects on the obtained answers.
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